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SPACEPOLE PAYMENT

static mounting solutions at a glance
Speaking with leading retailers, many see the protection of payment devices as a major concern.
The most important piece of tech at the point of sale and point of payment is under attack any time
it is used. Mounting a payment terminal is proven to vastly reduce call out and replacement charges
to damaged terminals from accidental drops.

SPACEPOLE DURATILT®

PCI BEST PRACTICE

Our patented DuraTilt payment mount is our signature

In association with Kensington, we have developed a

solution. Combined with a MultiGrip plate and SpacePole,

push-lock especially designed for SpacePole MultiClip,

this gives a solution that is stable, secure and provides all

which not only secures, but contributes to the elegant

the tilt, rotation and accessibility that you will ever need.

and minimalist appearance of the total solution.

™

As our MultiGrip plates are compatible with payment
terminals from all the major manufacturers, should you

For our other payment solutions, ClickSafe security

wish to upgrade the terminal, you simply swap the plate.

locks and tethers are available. Both are in compliance

Maximum upgradeability and low total cost of ownership.

with PCI best practice recommendations.

SPACEPOLE STACK™
This popular solution gives you two height options in
is a robust payment mount and is compatible with our
MultiGrip plates.

SPACEPOLE MULTICLIP™
Designed in association with Ingenico, the MultiClip
universal payment mount provides stable mounting
for their new Lane Series payment terminals.
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SPACEPOLE PAYMENT

hybrid & mobile payments at a glance
a proven way to increase throughput and improve the customer experience. Our mounting solutions
support static, hybrid, and mobile payments, whilst our M-Case sleeves connect mobile payment
devices to our range of tablet enclosures and frames.
*Associated Press

SPACEPOLE SOLO™

COMPATIBILITY
Ingenico iSMP4

The SpacePole Solo charging cradle is a secure mounting

Verifone e355

release and easy removal for instant mobility. This
enables the payment terminal to be used as part of an
mPOS solution in conjunction with the SpacePole Duo™
platform, for example. SpacePole Solo is compatible

SECURITY OPTIONS

with our range of SpacePole payment mounts.

When combined with the Kensington push-lock,
SpacePole Solo is in compliance with PCI best
practice recommendations.

SPACEPOLE DOCK & CHARGE™
Using a tablet has brought a multitude of store and back
a combination of static and mobile use by the operator.
Dock & Charge answers this tricky issue. It combines a
stylish enclosure with docking station for charging and
stable WiFi connection. At the push of a button, it
becomes a mobile sled for those mobility tasks, but
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is just as easily returned to its stand - from static to
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mobile and back again.
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